
Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<Resume mission>>>>>>>

EO_Hebert says:
:: at the helm of the powerful USS Hayden, sits and awaits orders ::

Host XOmathews says:
$::on Durundal::

CE_Susman says:
:: On the Bridge, at Engineering II ::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: onboard the Claymore..... sitting on the floor... checking his padd ::

CTO_Derek says:
::Sitting itching his trigger fingers::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::in quarters counting the seconds until her 24 hour quarantine is up ... 25, 24, 23 ...::

CnsKent-M says:
@::on the Claymore checking course and settings::

TACTriton says:
::Piloting the Durundal, on escort mission for the Claymore::

CSO_Gol says:
::on bridge in command seat::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::hears the timer go "ding" ... ::

CTO_Derek says:
::Has kept Etivil ships in sights whole time::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::thinks, finally! ... gets up and heads to the bridge::

TACTriton says:
$::feeds new course trajectory to Claymore:: CNS: this route is safer

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Standing up.. and hold on to Kent's seat :: Kent: how far away are we now sir ?

CE_Susman says:
ALL: Shields at 45% and trying to keep it up

CnsKent-M says:
@::receives coordinates, and changes course:: *TAC* changing course now

CnsKent-M says:
MO:  Eta is approximately 10 minutes

Host CO_Wendy says:
*Med Staff* I am currently on my way to the bridge, if you have no objections ::thinks to herself, And tough if you do because I'm going there anyway::

CSO_Gol says:
EO: Status report.

TACTriton says:
$XO: 10 minutes to Etivil sir.

CTO_Derek says:
Dario:They were fine just a second ago

MO_Asimov says:
@Kent: Thank you.. ::sit back ::

EO_Hebert says:
Gol:  Sir, we are at steady course, now leaving the nebula.

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Looking at Linard.. wondering what's she's doing.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::arrives at bridge and sits in the big chair

CTO_Derek says:
::Salutes::

CSO_Gol says:
::gets up from big chair REAL fast::

CE_Susman says:
CTO_Derek: Second Ago? Check it again. We are in a nebula!

Host XOmathews says:
$TAC: Good

Host CO_Wendy says:
::just misses sitting on the CSO's lap::

CTO_Derek says:
Dario:I know that was what they were in the nebula

EO_Hebert says:
CO: Sir, we just left the nebula and are 2 mins from Federation territory.

MO_Asimov says:
@CNS: Sir.. just to know.. is there anything on LRS or SRS ?

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Another time, perhaps ::smiles:: Meanwhile, update me on our situation

CE_Susman says:
CTO_Derek: Whoops.. Sorry

CTO_Derek says:
Dario:No problem

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Report

CnsKent-M says:
@::checks LRS and SRS readings::  MO:  Nothing so far

CTO_Derek says:
Wendy:Nothing as of yet to report Ma'am

CSO_Gol says:
CO: e leaving the nebula, headed for the edge of Learsi space, I've ordered Tactical to maintain a lock on the AT for as long as possible.

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Acknowledged - keep me aprised of our situation

CTO_Derek says:
Wendy:Yes ma'am

CE_Susman says:
:: rechecks the shielding :: Computer: Run a level 4 Diagnostic on all the shield generators.

EO_Hebert says:
Wendy:  We have now left Learsi territory... do I hold on there boundry or set a new course?

MO_Asimov says:
@:: was a bit worried for a moment.. ::Kent: Thanks for checking sir.. :: sit back again.. ::

CE_Susman (accept2.wav)

Host CO_Wendy says:
EO: I thought we were holding position in the Nebula

CnsKent-M says:
@MO: That's quite alright Dr.

EO_Hebert says:
Wendy:  No mam, we were ordered to leave by the XO in your abscence.

CSO_Gol says:
CO: I have science teams going over the logs from our last encounter with the Learsi to see what we might have over looked.

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Begin to think.. turn to Kent.. speaking about something he mention to her ealier.. : Kent: Are you sure the name USS Antares doesn't ring a bell to you .. ?

MO_Asimov says:
@Kent: Because I'm sure I've served with your mother .. or perhaps one of your aunt..

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Excellent ... any luck with the power source or the warp signatures?
MO_Asimov says:
@:: Waiting for Kent to leave an answer.. ::

TACTriton says:
$XO: Do you have anything planned for us while the diplomatic mission is planet side?

CnsKent-M says:
@::smiles::MO:  It's possible that you served with an aunt, but my mother will have nothing to do with Starfleet

EO_Hebert says:
Wendy:  We are now currently 15000 KM out of Learsi space

Host CO_Wendy says:
EO: Standby

CTO_Derek says:
*TAC*:Can you hear me? What is your status?

Host CO_Wendy says:
EO: Acknowledged

MO_Asimov says:
@Kent: Do you have many aunt ?

EO_Hebert says:
CO: Yes, Captain.

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: How did the sensors perform in the Nebula?

Host XOmathews says:
$TAC: I don't know, we'll just have to see how things turn out

EO_Hebert says:
:: holds current course ::

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Sensors were down by 60%.

TACTriton says:
$XO: Hayden is hailing should I answer or maintain comm silence...we might give away our position....

CnsKent-M says:
@::thinks about the name Altaris::MO: I think my aunt Lauren Starnes served on the Altaris

CE_Susman says:
:: after some minutes :: <Computer>: Primary Shield Generators and its backups are currently operational.

Host XOmathews says:
$TAC: Open a secure channel

Host CO_Wendy says:
All: I think we're going to have to get closer to the Etivil system in order to provide back up for the shuttles and use our sensors

Host CO_Wendy says:
All: any suggestions on how we can remain undetected?

CSO_Gol says:
CO: We were unable to come to any definitive conclusions.

MO_Asimov says:
@Kent: The Altaris.. .. I don't know that name.. .. what class of ship was it ?

TACTriton says:
$::opens secure and encrypted channel:: XO: Comm open sir...

CE_Susman says:
Goodie... 

CnsKent-M says:
@::laughs::MO: I'm sorry, I meant Antares

CE_Susman says:
computer2: We would stay into the nebula, sir

TACTriton says:
$XO: ETA now 2 minutes...

CE_Susman says:
CO_Wendyway: We would stay into the nebula, sir

Host XOmathews says:
$COM: Lt.Cmdr Mathews here

CnsKent-M says:
@::checks systems, sighs::MO: ETA is 2 minutes

MO_Asimov says:
@::laugh too:: Kent: and I thought I was the only one who could be deaf.. .. .. ::thinking::.. Lauren.. ..

MO_Asimov says:
@Kent: thank you sir.. I'll get my bag ready......

EO_Hebert says:
Wendy:  now 45000 KM from Learsi space, still heading away.

CTO_Derek says:
*XO*:Oh sir I was asking Triton about any developments

Host CO_Wendy says:
EO: Start heading toward the Etivil system .. full impulse

EO_Hebert says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

EO_Hebert says:
:: Brings the ship around and does a full ship roll in the process ::

CSO_Gol says:
::returns to science station::

Host XOmathews says:
$*CTO* Proceed

Host CO_Wendy says:
All: Again, I'm open to suggestions as to how we can remain undetected and avoid a firefight with the Learsi

CnsKent-M says:
@MO: My mind is on other things right now.  ::looks out the view screen at the planet::

EO_Hebert :: FULL IMPULSE :: (Powerup.wav)

Host AGM_John says:
Action: shuttles enter Etivil system

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Got back to the shuttle and make sure he got everything ready.. ::: CNS: Sir..did Commander Matthews decided where we would beam down once we reach the Etivil main planet orbit ?

CE_Susman says:
CO_Wendyway: While we are in, they cannot detect any ship out of a range of 50,000 KM. But we still can detect something

Host CO_Wendy says:
::notes the ship roll ... thinks the EO is getting a bit fancy with his flying::

CTO_Derek says:
*Triton*Any new developments?

TACTriton says:
$<com.>: CTO: no tactical objects within sensor range sir...entering Etivil system everything looks clear so far

CSO_Gol ::reviews sensor logs of Learsi ships:: (Console.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
@:: pick up Med Tricorder.. fix it to his belt.. check medical instrument one more time ::

EO_Hebert :: maneuvers ship like a pro :: (Console2.wav)

TACTriton says:
$XO: entering Etivil system now...if we are gonna have a fight it will be soon.

Host CO_Wendy says:
CE: will we be able to use the sensors to their fullest, though. Remember, we're looking for Sesom's power source

CTO_Derek says:
*Triton*:Remember no sirs with me.You call me if anything happens

EO_Hebert says:
Wendy:  We are currently 7 minutes away at this speed.

Host XOmathews says:
$::thinking how Hebert must be flying the ship, I trained him myself::

CE_Susman says:
CO_Wendyway: No, sir. We'll need to leave the nebula for that.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: three ship intercept the shuttles

Host CO_Wendy says:
EO: Acknowledged ... Yellow alert

EO_Hebert says:
Wendy:  Aye, Captain.

CnsKent-M says:
@MO: No, I thought he meant for us to land ...::looks over the readings:: ... We're in the system now.

EO_Hebert  (Yellow Alert.wav)

CTO_Derek says:
::Already has shields up::

EO_Hebert says:
::sets yellow alert ::\

TACTriton says:
$<COM.>: CTO: yes Ma'am will call if we need to ::laughs::

CSO_Gol says:
CO: I believe if we modulate the shields to a new frequency we can give the appearance of being another Learsi ship.  However, this will not do any good for visual, it will only confuse their sensors.

MO_Asimov says:
@:: hear something proximity alert beeping.. :: CNS: Let me guess.. we have company.. ? How many ?

TACTriton says:
$XO: 3 ships intercepting

MO_Asimov says:
<hear something.. it's the.. >

CnsKent-M says:
@::sensors pick up the 3 ships:: MO:  3 ships

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Excellent .. get on it

Host XOmathews says:
$All: Break formation

CTO_Derek says:
*Triton*: ::Laughs:: Never do it again!

TACTriton says:
$::maneuvers between Claymore and Learsi ships, powers shields::

MO_Asimov says:
@CNS: I'm sure you'll be able to evade them.. :;approach Kent ::

CSO_Gol ::runs test configurations on various shield modulations:: (CompWorking.wav)

Host AGM_John says:
<COM.> Federation shuttles: proceed no further

MO_Asimov says:
@CNS:.. what are our orders sir ?

TACTriton says:
$<com.>: CTO: we have 3 bogies no firefight yet...

CnsKent-M says:
@::breaks formation and raises shields::

EO_Hebert :: console displays info. :: (Console.wav)

Host XOmathews says:
$TAC: Send out a distress signal

EO_Hebert says:
Wendy: 4 min to Learsi system.

MO_Asimov says:
@:: see that Kent is gonna try to brake through.. hold down to it's seat.. ::

CTO_Derek says:
*Triton*:O.K.

EO_Hebert  (Sensor Alert.wav)

Host XOmathews says:
$COM.: We are experiencing technical difficulties,

CE_Susman says:
CO_Wendyway: I recommend to go to red alert now.

MO_Asimov says:
<his seat>

TACTriton says:
$::sound distress beacon and opens comm to Etivil:: XO: comm open sir.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Etivil ships fire warning shot

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Captain, we should change the shield modulation to 183.6974, that should do the trick.

EO_Hebert says:
Wendy:  I am picking up weapons fire.

Host AGM_John (Torpedo.wav)

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: do it

CnsKent-M says:
@MO: the only orders we have are to break formation and hold

Host CO_Wendy says:
EO: Explain

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Feel the shuttle moving .. ::

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Aye, sir.

MO_Asimov says:
@Kent: Aye sir..

CTO_Derek says:
Co:We have a distress signal

TACTriton says:
$XO: warning shots fired...

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Who's in distress?

EO_Hebert says:
Wendy:  I have picked up a weapons fire in close proximity to the shuttles.

CTO_Derek says:
::Readies torpedo::CO:On of the shuttles ma'am

Host AGM_John says:
<COM.> Repeat shuttles stay where you are

EO_Hebert  (Sensor Alert.wav)

CSO_Gol says:
CTO: Bring shields up, set to modulate at 183.6974.

Host XOmathews says:
$TAC: Can you get a transporter lock on their captain?

CTO_Derek says:
CSO:Already are!

EO_Hebert says:
Wendy: Red Alert, Mam?

Host XOmathews says:
$all: Full stop

TACTriton says:
$::holding position guarding Claymore::XO; I can try...

Host CO_Wendy says:
EO: Aye, red alert

MO_Asimov says:
@CNS: Sir.. I was thinking of something.. do you think you could approach that moon.. perhaps we could distract their sensors and evade them that way..

CTO_Derek says:
::Targets ships that Fired the warning shot::

CSO_Gol says:
CTO: Good have you adjusted the modulation frequency?

Host CO_Wendy says:
EO: Bring us in behind the shuttles

CTO_Derek says:
:Does so::CSO:Yes

TACTriton says:
$XO: no good sir their shields are up.

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Shields have been setup.

CnsKent-M says:
@::holds position::MO: We can try, but it may draw more fire.

EO_Hebert says:
:: maneuvers in towards shuttles ::

Host AGM_John says:
<COM.> Shuttles: Perhaps you could explain why you disregarded our orders that you not violate our space?

Host XOmathews says:
$::twiddles thumbs trying to think what to do::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Open a channel to the shuttles

MO_Asimov says:
@Kent: Let me talk to them while you head toward the moon sir.. I think I might get their attentions..

Host XOmathews says:
$TAC: Any suggestions?

CTO_Derek says:
::Notices no Ops and sets red alert by taking the Ops console to his::

EO_Hebert :: red alert goes off :: (Alert.wav)

EO_Hebert says:
Wendy:  ETA to shuttles is 2 mins.

CTO_Derek says:
CO:Aye ma'am::Opens a secure comm channel::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CE: Can you give me some information on the ships that are holding up the shuttles/

Host CO_Wendy says:
*XO* Report

Host AGM_John says:
Action ships sensors on Etivil ships sense Hayden approaching and two ships break off and intercept the Hayden

Host XOmathews says:
$TAC: Guess not

CnsKent-M says:
@MO: Go ahead  ::altars course slightly and heads toward the moon::

EO_Hebert says:
Wendy:  Mam, shouldn't that be the SCI officer?

Host XOmathews says:
$*Asimov* Could you talk to them

CTO_Derek says:
::Curses::CO:Two heading our way!

Host AGM_John says:
<COM.> Hayden you are not to proceed

MO_Asimov says:
@:: see that the 2 ships are breaking  off.. :: CNS: Sir.. no need too.. we have an opening.. :: point a series of coordinates..:: It's our only chance to get through sir..

CTO_Derek says:
CO:I have a target lock ma'am

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Open a chanel to the Etivil ships

CE_Susman says:
CO_Wendyway: I'm retrieving information, sir. CSO: That wasn't a good idea, was it?

CTO_Derek says:
::Opens a channel to the ships hoping they are peaceful::

CnsKent-M says:
@::sees the direction the Dr. is indicating and sets course and speed:: MO: See if you can talk to them as Commander Mathews suggested

TACTriton says:
$XO: I recommend we briefly engage the Etivil, giving the Claymore a chance to get through with our distraction

Host CO_Wendy says:
*Etivil Ships* Why are you intercepting us? We are on a peaceful mission

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Etivil ship fires another warning shot in front of shuttles

MO_Asimov says:
@Kent: I'll give it a try sir.. :: take a chair and open a channel.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: It worked in the sim's, I would have preferred to run some tests in the Holodeck, but there were time constraints.

Host AGM_John (Torpedo.wav)

EO_Hebert says:
Wendy:  Another shot has been fired in vicinity of shuttle

MO_Asimov  (Hailing.wav)

Host XOmathews says:
$TAC: Do it

Host CO_Wendy says:
EO: Aye

CE_Susman says:
CO_Wendyway: As Derek may know, those ship are smaller than the Hayden. But are more powerful on Phasers only. They are more maneuverable.

EO_Hebert :: puts commands into the nav computer :: (Accept.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
@COM:Etivil ship: This is .. Lieutenant Antoine Junior Asimov of the shuttle Claymore.. I would like to talk with your commander please..

Host AGM_John says:
<COM.> Hayden you were warned to stay out of our space

MO_Asimov says:
@:: hope that the CNS will take this opportunity to head toward the Etivil main planet.. ::

TACTriton says:
$<COM>CNS: make a run for it anna. ::engages attack pattern alpha, targeting Etivil weapon arrays::
CTO_Derek says:
CE:Ya last time we had our buts kicked

Host CO_Wendy says:
*Etivil ships* why do you want us to stay out?

Host AGM_John says:
<Com.> Claymore : acknowledged...one moment

MO_Asimov says:
@CNS:.. Good... it seems that they are ready to listen..

Host CO_Wendy says:
CE: Acknowledged ... good work

MO_Asimov says:
@:: thinking "At least for now " ::

CnsKent-M says:
@::engages thrusters and follows the coordinates Asimov gave::  *TAC* Be Careful!

CTO_Derek says:
*TAC*:No!!!::Targets other ship::

CE_Susman says:
CTO_Derek: Yes..But know we could kick them out. I think we shouldn't start the fire.

EO_Hebert says:
Derek:  But this time it is for real and these ship's fight back.

Host XOmathews says:
$::feels breakfast flipping around::

CTO_Derek says:
EO:I fought them REALLY before

CnsKent-M says:
::thinks:  Austin, Triton... don't do anything foolish::

CSO_Gol says:
CO: The Learsi are a very warrior-like race, I believe if we offer to exchange crew members they may let those members go to their home world.  As long as we let their's view the ship's systems.

CE_Susman says:
CO_Wendyway: Sir, try to convince them we didn't start the fire when we made the first attempt to make contact with their relatives

Host Etivil_CO says:
<COM>Asimove: Identify yourself...

CE_Susman says:
CO_Wendyway: Perhaps you can convince them

Host CO_Wendy says:
CE: good idea
CE_Susman says:
CO_Wendyway: sir

MO_Asimov says:
@COM.: Etivil_CO: I am Lieutenant Antoine Asimov.. of the Shuttle Claymore.. we are here on a diplomatic mission..

Host Etivil_CO says:
<Com.> Hayden: hold your position, we will decide your fate

Host CO_Wendy says:
*Etivil CO* It has come to my attention that you think we are responsible for starting a fire

EO_Hebert says:
Wendy:  Do you know that we are still heading toward the home world?

EO_Hebert says:
Wendy:  , Mam?

MO_Asimov says:
@CNS: How much time before we get through this area and get out of their target range ?

CTO_Derek says:
::A growl rumbles deep from throat::

CnsKent-M says:
@::continues on the new course, while Dr. Asimov talks::MO: Checking

Host CO_Wendy says:
EO: Yes

EO_Hebert says:
Wendy:  continue with course?

EO_Hebert says:
Wendy:  sir.

Host Etivil_CO says:
<Com.> Hayden if your shuttle continues we will be forced to destroy them

TACTriton says:
$::disengages obviously futile attack:: XO: no effect sir...they are ignoring us

Host CO_Wendy says:
EO: Continue course

Host XOmathews says:
$TAC: Disengage weapons, lower shields, make sure they see we are no threat

Host Etivil_CO says:
<<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>



